


























DIFFERENT OPTIONS FOR MOUNT THE COCKPITS

MIP without shell

Pedestal Módule

Estructures
for mount
Overheads

Choose your
components
to include



OPTIONAL COMPONENTS



OPTIONAL COMPONENTS

INSTRUCTOR OPTIONS
It allows the instructor to

from their control post, manage
your training session comfortably.
The structure is equipped with an
access door and wheels and can
be easily added to the cockpit.

In addition to this structure, optionally,
an instruction console with touch screens
can be added, as well as a specialized
seat for the instructor, with rails for easy
movement around the observation points.



OPTIONAL COMPONENTS

EMERGENCY GRAVITY
GEAR LEVER

Emergency Gravity Gear lever
developed in the image

of the original to provide the
user with excellence in

simulation, providing a real
simulation both in

functionality
and aesthetics.

A320 WINDOWS
Cabin windows to

give the user excellence
in simulation, providing
them with a realistic

immersion in their cockpit.

A320 COMPASS
A320 compass developed in the image of the original to give
the user excellence in simulation, providing a real simulation

both in functionality and aesthetics.



OPTIONAL COMPONENTS

SIDESTICK PRO
Incredible A320 sidestick replica

developed in the image of the original.
It allows a real movement of the
aircraft thanks to the movement

management through a fully adjustable
hydraulic system, offering the possibility

of adjustment in terms of forces
to the most demanding users.

A320 AFT PRO
A320 AFT developed in the image

of the original to give the
user excellence in simulation,

providing a reliable simulation both in
functionality and aesthetics.

DOME LIGHTS
Dome lights dimmable through the OVH



OPTIONAL COMPONENTS

PEDALS PRO WITH FORCE CONTROL

Pedals with control load,
Rudder Trim with auto position,

auto-calibration and
real time load information

TABLE WITH FOOTREST
High quality table made of metal construction.

PEDALS PRO
Replica of original Airbus pedals,

completely made of metal and fiber.
Developed under high quality standards

including position adjustment and linked (rudder).
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